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Chapter 1 found that financial statements should be designed to meet the needs of the users of those statements. It follows that their preparation and presentation will be influenced by the context in which they are prepared - the type of organization will be an important factor, for example. Small business accounts
operating as an individual entrepreneur can only be prepared for use by the business owner, while Plc's stock-quoted accounts will be available to a wide range of users (as discussed in sect 1.6). The current balance of the account is a financial accounting of the taxable profit Loss account These keywords were added
by the machine and not by the authors. This process is experimental and keywords can be updated as the learning algorithm improves. This is a preview of the content of the subscription, log in to check access. You can't show a preview. Download the PDF PREVIEW preview. We omitted Step 7, which would be
preparing a new trial balance from the accounts, which include the effect of the end of the adjustment period. Alternatively, we could include two additional columns in the extended trial balance in figure 11.2 to show the adjusted trial balance. Google Scholar© Arthur Hindmarch and Mary Simpson 1991 Artur
HindmarchMary Simpson there are no affiliations available After reading this article you will learn about preparing financial statements. Financial Statements: According to ifRS financial statements, includes a comprehensive income report, a financial statement, an equity change report, a Cash Flow Report and related
notes to accounts. The Comprehensive Income Statement has two subcomponents - the Statement of Income and the Statement of Other Comprehensive Income. The Financial Statement of Comprehensive Income is also referred to as the Sheet.Statement of Comprehensive Income's financial performance for the
reporting period, the Financial Conduct Report reflects its assets, liabilities and equity as of the reporting date, the Equity Change Report explains the changes that occurred in the equity during the reporting period, and the Cash Flow Report reflects the organization's cash flows during the reporting period. In contrast,
financial statements under Indian company law include a profit and loss account, a balance sheet, a cash flow report (applicable only to listed companies) and related notes. There are some contrasting differences in the way a statement is made (or a balance sheet) in accordance with indian company law and IFRSs.
The ifRSs-based balance is classified as a balance. In the with IFRS Assets and Liabilities classified by current and out-of-date categories: Comprehensive Income Report: IAS 1 Financial Reporting Presentation two alternatives to present comprehensive income - (1) representation of profit or loss components (earnings
report) and other comprehensive income items in one reporting or (2) two statements: the first represents only profit or loss (Earnings Report), and the second begins with profit or loss and displays other comprehensive income. What is total income? IAS 1 defined the term total total return as a change in equity in the
period related to transactions and other events, in addition to the changes that have occurred as a result of transactions with owners in their quality of ownership. Total total income includes all components of profit or loss and other total income. Profit or Loss - Income minus expenses recognized under the Framework
Program or specific IFRS. Profit or loss is a set of expenses for less income, except for components of other total income. Presented below in Table 7.1 is the Income Statement Structure (according to IAS 1 Financial Reporting Presentation). It should be noted that Schedule VI of the Companies Act 1956 provides a
legal basis for the preparation and reporting of financial statements, which is supported by Indian accounting standards and listing agreements (applicable to companies listed on the recognized stock exchange). Under the Companies Act 1956, there is no specific structure to account for profits and losses. Financial
Position Report: IFRSs-based Financial Position Report (Balance Sheet) is a classified presentation of assets and liabilities. Assets and liabilities are classified into current and non-current categories. As an exception, assets and liabilities can be submitted in liquidity if this alternative makes a more reliable and up-to-date
presentation. Table 7.2 illustrates the structure of the Financial Statement: in India, Part I of the Companies Act, according to Schedule VI, 1956 represents 1956, representing the 1956 balance sheet structure. Unlike IFRS, the Indian balance sheet is not a classified balance. The balance sheet vertical format is
presented in Table 7.3 below: Statement of Equity Changes: This statement is intended to depict capital movements during the reporting period. This statement reflects:i. Different equity components with a separate representation of non-controlling interest 9%; ii Distribution of total comprehensive income during the year
to various equity components and non-controlling interest shares; iii. Distribution among owners through dividends and other owner-made transactions, such as the issuance of shares. Cash Flow Statement: It provides information on the organization's cash flows, which is useful for providing Financial reporting
frameworks to assess an organization's ability to generate cash and its equivalents, as well as the need for the organization to use these funds First of all, the report on cash flows reflects the difference between accrued income and cash income. It also provides structured information on cash flows as a result of
operations, investment and financial activities. In this way, users can understand how internally generated cash flows stimulate the growth of the entity. Illustration 1: Huda Trading Co. was listed as a limited liability company of 1.1.2008 and issued 10lacs of Rs.10 shares each issued at face value. It raised 10% of Rs.
repayments bank loans after 5 years. 200 cords. The company purchased furniture and equipment for Rs.50 strings. It purchased goods for Rs.400 strings (of which Rs.200 strings were in cash and other Rs.200 strings were on credit). The company sold goods for 700 rubles (of which 300 rubles in cash and the balance
on credit). The company recovered 350 rubles from debtors and paid creditors 190 million rubles. It incurred 80,000 rubles due to wages and salaries, as well as 60 million rubles due to general expenses. It would pay tax in advance under the Indian Income Tax Act of 50 rupees and would like to provide the same
amount as the tax provision. It paid interest for the year and charged depreciation on furniture and equipment at a rate of 20% year-on-year. Unsold items at the end of the year were Rs.50 cords. You must prepare - (i) Cash Flow Statement, (ii) Income Statement and (iii) IFRSs Balance Sheet. Introduce the same
balance in the format given in Schedule VI in the Companies Act as well. Solution:1. Operating activities are the main activities of an income-generating organization and other activities that are not investments or financing activities. Cash flows from operating activities mainly stem from the core activities of the revenue-
generating organization.2 Investment activities are the acquisition and management of long-term assets and other investments not included in the funds and their equivalents3. The financial activity represents 1.2 mln as a result of changes in size and composition made a contribution to the equity and loans of the
organization. Cash and cash equivalents are short-term, highly liquid investments that are easily converted into known amounts of cash and which are at little risk of value changes. Both cash sales and credit sales are recognized in accordance with the accrual principles in the Income Report. Similarly, both cash and
credit purchases are recognized. There are no open shares. Thus, the change in stocks is the sum of the stock closing.1. Credit sales minus the cash collection2. Credit purchases minus cash payments according to the Indian format: Example 2:Gulf Trading Co. was registered as a limited liability company on 1.1.2008
and issued 10 lacquer Rs.10 shares each at the Rs.10 premium. Company Furniture and equipment for Rs.100 cords and paid Rs.50 laces to get franchising right from a leading company. The company has spent Rs.20 laces on advertising, which it would like to recognize as a brand (intangible asset). It purchased
goods for Rs.450 strings (of which Rs.250 strings were in cash and other Rs.200 strings were on credit). The company sold goods for 800 rubles (of which 300 rubles in cash and the balance on credit). The company recovered 450 rubles from debtors and paid creditors 180 million rubles. She suffered 90 lace-ups
because of wages and salaries, as well as 60 rubles laced up due to general expenses. It had paid tax in advance under the Indian Income Tax Act of 10 rupees and would like to provide the same amount as the tax provision. It paid interest for the year and charged depreciation on furniture and equipment at a rate of
20% year-on-year. Company amortises Franchise Right for 5 years. Unsold items at the end of the year were Rs.40 cords. At the end of the year, it was checked that 5 bills worth 20 rubles of total expenses incurred for 2008 should be produced. The company has invested Rs.300 cords in held for trading investments (a
classification that means that these investments are short-term). They are measured at fair value, which is the market price on the reporting date. The market value of these investments is Rs.290 cords. You must prepare - (i) Cash Flow Statement, (ii) Income Statement and (iii) IFRSs Balance Sheet. Introduce the same
balance in the format given in Schedule VI in the Companies Act as well. Solution: 1. Trade investments are classified as current assets and are measured by market value. The fair value of loss/profit is levied on profit or loss. Example 3: Take the trial balance completed in example 6.8. Preparation of the Earnings
Report for the year ended on 31.12.2008 and the balance sheet on 31.12.2008.Example 4: Based on the above trial balance and other information, Below prepare: (i) Statement of Income and (ii) Financial Position Report.Other information (Rs in a million): Closing stocks - Raw Rs.1800, Work in Progress Rs.600, Ready
Goods Rs.2300.Market Value held for trading investment Rs.900.Create position for tax Rs.500Solution: Rs.500Decis: Rs.500Decis: Rs.500 preparation and presentation of financial statements ppt. preparation and presentation of financial statements accountants. preparation and presentation of financial statements as
per companies act 2013. preparation and presentation of financial statements are governed by. preparation and presentation of financial statements are governed by mgt401. preparation and presentation of financial statements pdf. preparation and presentation of financial statements as per ifrs. preparation and
presentation of financial statements icai
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